
Today try this:  Facial relaxation

• The first place I tend to tense up is my jaw, and  
  sometimes this can lead to bad headaches.    
  I’ve discovered that the best way to let my     
  jaw fully relax is to let it hang open or simply    
  bring the tip of my tongue to the highest point  
  of the roof of my mouth. This automatically     
  opens and relaxes my jaw.
    Try it three times. Ten seconds each time is     
  enough

• To relax my forehead, one of my favorite 
  exercises is arching my eyebrows. 
  Simply hold it for 20 seconds, then let go. 
  Doing this often helps make your forehead feel  
  at ease

•• One of the best ways to relax my face is to     
  warm the palms of my hands first by rubbing    
  them together for several seconds and then to  
  place each palm over the eyes

•  Next, you can do circular motions around the 
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  around the eyes with your palms. In this way    
  you will help to increase blood circulation in    
  this part of the face. Thirty seconds is enough

• Simply smiling helps to relax most of the facial   
  muscles of your face, including those 
    controlling your cheeks, lips and eyes. Smile as  
  wide as you can, hold for five seconds and     
  then relax your face. Do this at least five times

• Widen your eyes as far as you can, as if you    
  were extremely surprised and hold that 
    position for 10 seconds. Try to keep the rest of   
  your face relaxed while you do it. Repeat it    
  four times

• This exercise tones the lips and cheeks. Purse   
  your lips and try to move them as far to the left  
  as you possibly can. Hold them there for five 
    seconds and release. Follow these steps again,  
  pushing your lips over to the right. Repeat this   
  sequence at least six times.

It’s easy, right? Great job! 
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